### ALPHA SYSTEMS AOA KITS

**ALPHA SYSTEMS AOA FALCON KIT**

For Pressurized aircraft and dual displays, call for pricing and availability.

(H: 2.5" D: 1.25" W: 0.865" Weight: Less than 3.00 lbs)

Kit Features: The Falcon display is a Light Bar Style display with a remote switch panel. With the Falcon display, when you come in for a landing you want to fly to the blue LED (on speed for landing). Should you come in with too low of an angle of attack, the display will illuminate into the yellow, telling you to put your nose up. Should you come in with too high of an angle of attack, the display with illuminate red, telling you to put your nose down.

P/N 11-12667 $1,995.00

### ALPHA SYSTEMS AOA EAGLE KIT

For Pressurized aircraft and dual displays, call for pricing and availability.

(H: 2.5" D: 1.25" W: 0.865" Weight: Less than 3.00 lbs)

Kit Features: The Eagle Display is a Chevron plus Diamond Style display with a remote switch panel. With the Eagle Display, when you come in for a landing you want to fly to the blue donut (on speed for landing). Should you come in with too low of an angle of attack, the yellow chevron will light up and tell you to put your nose up. Should you come in with too high of an angle of attack, the red chevron will light up and tell you nose down.

P/N 11-12666 $1,995.00

### ALPHA SYSTEMS AOA CONDOR KIT

For Pressurized aircraft and dual displays, call for pricing and availability.

(H: 2.38" D: 1.25" W: 2.38" Weight: Less than 3.00 lbs)

Kit Features: This is simply the Falcon System in a round 2-1/4" flush panel mount version. With the display, you will aim for the blue LED when landing and the more LED’s that are on, the more lift you have available.

P/N 11-12668 $1,995.00

### ALPHA SYSTEMS AOA Griffin KIT

For Pressurized aircraft and dual displays, call for pricing and availability.

(H: 2.5" D: 1.25" W: 0.865" Weight: Less than 3.00 lbs)

Kit Features: The Griffin display is a Chevron Style display. With the Griffin display, when you come in for a landing you want to fly to the blue donut (on speed for landing). Should you come in with too low of an angle of attack, the yellow chevron will light up and tell you to put your nose up. Should you come in with too high of an angle of attack, the red chevron will light up and tell you nose down.

P/N 11-12665 $1,995.00

### ALPHA SYSTEMS Valkyrie HUD ADAPTER

Features: Display sold separately. This mounting kit allows either the Eagle, Griffin or Falcon displays to be mounted vertically above the glare shield to make it a “heads up” display.

P/N 11-12671 $500.00

### AOA HEATED PROBES

Heated Probe has a built-in heater of 12V DC that minimizes the potential for ice build up on the leading edge of the probe. Probe comes complete with high temperature fittings and tubing. It is a drop in replacement and can be used or upgraded in the existing Alpha Systems AOA mounting plate.

- 12V Heated Probe P/N 11-09983 $150.00
- 24V Heated Probe P/N 11-09984 $198.75

---

**CALL OR VISIT WWW.AIRCRAFTSPRUCE.COM FOR ADDITIONAL ALPHA SYSTEMS PARTS AND KITS.**